
Supermarkets
Feel what light can do for your customers



www.philips.com/supermarketlighting

Feel what light can do 
for your business
Lighting energises us, makes us feel comfortable and allows us to enjoy interacting with 
others. Philips provides flexible lighting solutions that make customers feel comfortable 
and help them to make the right buying decisions. At the same time they save energy, 
increase revenue and save the environment.

We can help you make the switch to LED easier than you could possibly imagine, 
enhancing life in your supermarket with the power of light. 

“The fight against climate change is an enormous 
challenge. Our cooperation with Philips, for example 
reducing the energy consumption of our cooler lighting, 
has brought us closer to an energy efficient solution.”
Martijn Versteegh, Green Manager Ahold
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Clever controls
Our clever lighting controls take supermarket lighting to a 
whole new level. You can set the right scene in each area 
to enhance displays, save precious energy by using less 
light when there is more natural daylight, or use smart 
controls with presence detection features to switch lights 
off when no one is around. A great way to control costs 
without compromising the customer experience.

Inspiring customers
With strong competition in the retail sector, supermarkets 
must inspire customers with a good shopping experience 
to make sure they return. But one solution doesn’t fit all 
and each area has specific needs in terms of its lighting. 
New developments in LED technology provide energy-
efficient solutions that bring out the best in the products 
on display– even in demanding situations such as freezers, 
coolers and fresh food areas.Make customers 

feel at ease in your 
supermarket
Supermarkets need to create a relaxing ambience so that customers feel at ease inside 
the store. Because the longer they linger in the aisles looking for the right groceries, the 
more likely they will be to buy, adding impulse purchases that otherwise may not have 
ended up in their shopping basket. 

C1000
Eindhoven, the Netherlands
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Operational advantages of LED
Systems that use LED sources are smart in other ways 
too. LEDs are low maintenance with a long lifetime. They 
also emit no heat, reducing the need for air conditioning 
and saving even more energy. Our solutions are suitable 
for all supermarkets applications without compromising on 
quality of light. And with our complete portfolio, including 
services, they come with peace of mind too.

Turnkey projects and services
Philips Lighting’s Turnkey Projects & Services (TP&S) 
organisation can keep the hassle of your lighting project 
to an absolute minimum. TP&S offers a complete range 
of supporting services – from financing and installation 
to maintenance. The services are available individually or 
combined into a tailor-made turnkey package that delivers 
complete project co-ordination from start to finish. Once 
you’re happy with the solution we’ve designed for you, 
we’ll take over all responsibility. All you need to do to 
monitor and manage your lighting project is contact your 
dedicated Philips representative.

Sustainability
Lighting accounts for the biggest part of your energy bill, 
42% of energy usage comes from lighting. 70% of the 
total is inefficient. Investing in lighting is one of the easiest 
ways to cut costs and impact. So we’ve developed a full 
range of lighting solutions that are socially responsible, 
technologically advanced and pleasing to the eye. Helping 
companies to sustain themselves and the environment.

Feel in control
Our lighting controls take supermarkets energy savings 
to a new level. Complete control solutions with presence 
detection, like Dynalite and Teletrol, ensure lights are 
only used when needed, at a level that minimises energy 
consumption. Clever ideas that control costs without 
skimping on the customer experience. And with our 
integrated technologies, one system works with all your 
other third party building services. With headquarter 
energy monitoring you can reduce your energy costs by 
20%.

Feel responsible
Getting what you need doesn't mean you have to waste resources. It’s why we’re passionate 
about energy sources that don’t deplete our planet’s limited reserves.
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07. Aisles, promotional goods 
and shelves

01. Parking and façade 

02. Fruits and vegetables

03. Cheese, bread and pastries

06. Freezers and coolers

08. Checkout and cashier 

05. Wine

04. Fish and meat

09. Warehouse and cold store

Supermarket overview
Our lighting solutions can add value in many different ways throughout your supermarket. In the fruit and 
vegetables section, at the meat and fish counter, even at the checkouts. 

On the following pages you will find examples for nine typical areas of a supermarket. The products shown are 
only a small selection of what is available for that particular application.
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In outdoor areas, the best lighting effects are 
achieved by using LED lamps, LED luminaires 
and the right controls. White LED light plays a 
vital role in making people feel safe after dark. 
Its higher perceived brightness and superior 
colour rendering make it easier to distinguish 
objects, colours, shapes and people. Faces are 
easier to recognise, even from a distance, so 
shoppers also feel safe outside your store.

Parking and façade 
solution

Using dynamic LED displays outside your 
supermarket is a great way to attract 
potential customers, highlight your store and 
strengthen your brand identity. Our display 
solutions are flexible in content and shape, 
getting your message across depending on the 
season or occasion. This way customers keep 
coming back being attracted by promotions 
because they are visible from a distance.

01. Feel welcome
Parking and façade 
First impressions count with customers. Creating attraction from a distance, guiding your 
customer to the entrance and providing a feeling of safety throughout the parking area are a 
must. Our LED lighting solutions can turn your supermarket into a landmark store with a bright 
and welcoming ambience even when it’s dark. Everything from the car park lighting to your 
signage can guide customers towards your store entrance and ensure they leave safely when 
they’ve finished shopping. And because LEDs are highly energy efficient, you’ll welcome the 
savings too. 

Koffer2 LED 
Fortimo

Vidiwall

VP520

iPlayer3
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Magneos LED

StyliD Intelligent White

UnicOne LED 
Pendant

MASTERColour 
CDM Elite

Dynalite

MASTERColour CDM Elite lamps make sure 
your fruits and vegetables look at their most 
appealing by bringing out the best in their 
colour. Add in Dynalite controls and you can 
set the right scene and control your lighting. 
Saving energy by adapting the light to your 
exact needs.

Directional lighting can bring out the freshness 
and colours of the produce on display. With 
Magneos LED and StyliD Intelligent White you 
can enhance the colours of your merchandise 
on display in a natural way. The special LED 
fresh food modules and filters that are 
available for these products will enhance the 
freshness of the fresh food even more.

02. Feel attracted
Fruits and vegetables
Fresh produce like luscious green vegetables and glowing fruits always have a special appeal to 
customers. But their freshness also shows how much your supermarket cares about quality. Using 
crisp white lighting will draw the attention of the shopper towards the fresh produce. Special 
optics and dedicated fresh food spectrum will create extra attraction and enhance the image of 
quality. All without generating heat or UV that can spoil fresh produce and lead to discolouration 
and unnecessary waste.

EDEKA
Düren, Germany

Fruits and vegetables 
solution
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“With the Green Supermarket concept, 
Philips matches Bio-Planet’s green 
philosophy perfectly. It’s a smart 
selection of environmentally friendly 
and cost-saving lighting solutions, which 
are also customer friendly.”
Tamara de Ridder, Marketing Manager Bio-Planet

Bio-Planet
Building a new store gave Bio-Planet the opportunity to choose 
the most sustainable and energy-efficient materials. Philips installed 
the Green Supermarket using LED solutions to light products more 
attractively and keep them fresh for longer. The total energy savings 
in store are 25%. 

Leuven, Belgium
Lighting designer: Charlotte Roels
Marketing manager: Tamara de Ridder

Product solutions:
UnicOne Fortimo Food, Fugato FM Fortimo Food, 
Pacific LED, Magneos LED, Maxos, MASTER TL5 HO 
Eco, LuxSpace, Fortimo, Koffer² LED Fortimo
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Il Gigante
The fresh food department is a key area where quality of light can 
influence what Il Gigante’s customers purchase. Light levels are 
also particularly high compared to other departments in the store. 
The lighting solution provides high efficiency and perfect colour 
rendering over a wide range of produce. Store managers now have 
the freedom and flexibility to change the layout whenever they 
need to. 

Milan, Italy

Product solutions:
Magneos 100W SDW-TG with filter 
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Fresh bread and rolls must give the impression 
that they’ve just come out of the oven. 
Lighting with white-yellow or red-brown 
tones will make them look crisp and appetising 
to tempt customers. This can be achieved by 
bringing out the freshness with a Champagne 
optic. For pastries a cool white light will 
enhance the appearance of whipped cream, 
making it look fresh and inviting. To make the 
most of energy savings combine luminaries 
with oval optics and MASTERColour CDM 
Elite or choose our advanced LEDs, which last 
longer than conventional solutions. 

Cheese is a delicate product that can easily 
be harmed if handled, or lit, incorrectly. So 
it’s essential that the lighting creates no “hot 
spots” that could impair the flavour. This can 
be done perfectly with Philips LED solutions 
which don’t radiate heat in the beam, this 
eliminates hot spots automatically. When it 
comes to appearance, all cheeses look their 
best in light with a touch of yellow, even those 
that are white. It helps to attract attention, 
whets customers’ appetites and encourages 
them to buy. And with efficient optics and 
light sources our solutions maximise energy 
savings too. For example, with oval optics you 
can use one luminaire instead of two.

03. Feel tempted
Cheese, bread and pastries
The smell of fresh bread and pastries is irresistible, but the right lighting can also seduce your customers 
into spoiling themselves with a little treat. 

Makro
Amsterdam, the Netherlands

Cheese, bread and 
pastries solution

Fugato Accent 
Oval optic

Magneos LED

MASTERColour 
CDM Elite
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Greggs
The UK’s leading bakery became the first retailer in Europe to light 
its sales floor entirely with LED. A combination of ceiling recessed, 
spots and under-shelf lighting creates a bright ambience that 
delivers immediate savings in energy, maintenance and re-lamping 
costs.

Bromley, United Kingdom
Lighting designer: Amanda George, Inspiration

Product solutions:
LuxSpace Mini, SpotLED, eW Profile

energy
saved

50% “We had been following the progress of LED lighting 
for some time, waiting for it to offer both the levels of 
performance and the cost-effectiveness we required. We 
are very pleased with the results at Bromley and will be 
evaluating the performance of the lighting with a view to 
including it in other stores in the future.”
Garry Graham, Shop Premises Manager
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More than any other produce, shoppers use 
the visual appearance of meat to decide on its 
freshness and quality. It has been shown that 
warm white light with a subtle red glow will 
display the meat at its best. The use of oval 
optics in combination with MASTERColour 
CDM Elite and dichroic filters optimises 
energy savings.

Freshly-caught fish needs to be kept cold: 
LED Cooler modules make sure quality will 
be maintained as they don’t radiate any heat 
towards the products on display. For white 
fish a cold, white light is best to use, whereas 
for red fish a warmer colour temperature will 
enhance its natural attractiveness.

04. Feel fresh
Fish and meat 
Beautifully marbled beef or succulent lamb. Gleaming fish, straight from the sea. Each 
requires its own specific lighting solution to enhance its freshness and appeal. 

EDEKA
Grenzach, Germany

Fish and meat solution

StyliD Fresh Food
MASTERColour 

CDM Elite

LED Cooler module

Magneos oval
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“The functional design of the TMX400 batten 
strengthens the authentic atmosphere of Marqt. The 
compact HID lamp MASTERColour Elite accentuates 
the colours and freshness of the total product offer in 
a fantastic way.”
Mark van der Geest, Interior Architect 

Marqt Haarlem
Marqt needed a superior way to light the industrial premises for its 
new market store concept. High level general lighting was used to 
boost daylight levels. LED accent lights ensure that the fresh local 
produce is lit magnificently, highlighting its quality with colours that 
are true to nature.

Haarlem, the Netherlands
Interior architect: Mark van der Geest

Product solutions:
Magneos spot, MASTERColour CDM-Tc Elite, TMX400, MASTER TL-D, 
MASTER SDW-T
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As wine must be stored at correct 
temperatures, it’s vital that the lighting does 
not adversely affect these conditions. Replace 
halogen lamps with MASTERColour CDM 
Elite solutions to achieve heat control and 
provide the warm colour temperatures that 
bring out the true colour of wine. StyliD will 
create dramatic shadows to highlight the 
upmarket ambience of the wine department. 
And iColor Cove MX Powercore can 
contribute to the atmosphere in the most 
energy-efficient way.

Warm white light will enhance the colour of 
rich red Burgundies, Riojas and Merlots. Pinot 
Grigio and Sauvignon Blanc appear clear and 
refreshing in neutral white light. For extra 
ambience add accent lighting with precise 
beams and dramatic shadows to create a 
sense of theatre and intimacy.

Ambience is vital in a wine department. 
Displays should be attractive and the 
ambience should create the impression of 
walking in a virtual wine cellar.

05. Feel distinctive
Wine
Choosing wine is something that customers savour as much as their favourite wine variety, 
so it’s important to create the right atmosphere. 

Wine solution

Magneos oval

Dynalite

iColor Cove MX 
Powercore

EDEKA
Grenzach, Germany

MASTERColour 
CDM Elite
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Our unique optic system also prevents 
the light source from being directly visible, 
reducing glare. With excellent light and colour 
consistency throughout their extremely long 
lifetime, LEDs also provide brighter, more 
uniform illumination to enhance the colour 
and appeal of fresh goods. What’s more, 
because they generate less radiant heat, you 
waste less energy too. 

Philips LED lighting for refrigeration cases is a 
greener, more energy efficient way to create 
an enjoyable shopping experience, improve 
product visibility and lower refrigeration 
costs. Compared to fluorescent lamps, our 
LED alternatives consume much less energy. 
They also contain no mercury or lead, which 
significantly reduces CO2 emissions.

06. Feel brighter
Freezers and coolers 
Philips LED Lighting in refrigeration cabinets creates a double win for you. It saves up 
to 80% in energy costs and increases attractiveness at the same time. Frozen pizzas, 
vegetables, instant meals. A well stocked freezer generates traffic and should be given 
the attention it deserves. Fresh products such as butter, milk, pre-packed meats, pastries, 
freshly-made sandwiches, and fruit juices need to be displayed attractively and accessibly.

C1000
Eindhoven, the Netherlands

Freezers and coolers 
solution

MASTER LEDtube SA1
Affinium LED Cooler 

Module LCM 310
Affinium LED Display 

Module LDM 400

Affinium LED Display 
Module LDM 421
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Albert Heijn
Albert Heijn refurbished the freezer lighting at all 450 of its 
stores with Philips LED Freezer Modules. The retro-fit solution 
provides bright, consistent light that improves visibility and product 
presentation. It also results in enormous energy savings of up to 
70% and reduced lamp replacement costs.

Helmond, the Netherlands

Product solution:
LED Freezer Module

energy
saved

70%Edeka
Germany’s No.1 food retailer places great importance on the 
freshness and quality of its products. To emphasise this they 
replaced the lighting in their refrigeration cabinets with Philips 
Freezer & Cooler LEDs. The neutral white light provides excellent 
illumination and saves Edeka 70% in energy costs.

Meine, Germany

Product solutions:
MASTER LEDtube SA1, Affinium LED Display Module LDM 421

energy
saved

70%

“A large number of refrigerated cabinets 
used to be synonymous with high energy 
consumption in food retailing. The switch 
to LED lighting has brought us a decisive 
step forward economically, ecologically and 
in terms of maintenance.”
Toralf Ankermann, Manager of EDEKA-Märkte Ankermann
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Accent lighting in combination with dynamic 
lighting creates eye-catching displays. With 
flexible LED lighting you can attract customers 
to promotional items and encourage them to 
make an impulse purchase. Draw attention to 
your promotional goods with a combination 
of accent lighting and integrated LED shelf 
lighting to highlight offers and light up sales.

Our LED solutions direct light exactly where 
it’s needed, creating high vertical illuminance 
and making the products on your shelves 
more visible. And because they’re completely 
flexible you can adapt the lighting and its 
direction to reflect any changes you make to 
your store layout.

07. Feel flexible
Aisles, promotional goods and shelves 
Good aisle lighting is essential to guide customers through your store and highlight the 
merchandise you have on promotion.

Albert Heijn
Breukelen, the Netherlands

Aisles, promotional 
goods and shelves 

solution

eW Profile Powercore

Fugato Accent Oval optic

Maxos LED
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PLUS
PLUS was the first supermarket to use the Philips AmbiScene 
lighting concept. MAXOS light lines with tunable colour 
temperatures from 2700K to 6500K were installed above the aisles. 
When things are quiet, warm lighting ecourages people to stay in 
store longer. During busy spells, cold lighting speeds up decision 
making and the flow of customers through the store. AmbiScene 
has a positive influence on the store experience and has lead to a 
1.9% increase in customers’ basket value compared to when the 
solution was not used.

Heerlerheide, The Netherlands

Product solution:
MAXOS

“My goal is for the customer to feel 
at home with us. With the right light 
at the right time I aim to create a 
homely atmosphere and at the same 
time be capableof positively influencing 
people’s experience of my shop.”
Ruud Verstegen, owner of Plus
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Kaiser’s Tengelmann 
The German food retailer overhauled its store lighting to create an 
inviting, inspiring and meaningful atmosphere to support its ‘Enjoy 
the day’ sales concept.  A whole range of different lights were used 
to accentuate product presentation, including specially designed 
suspended LED lamps. Shoppers felt so comfortable in the new 
store ambience that store turnover increased significantly in a very 
short period of time following the refurbishment.

Essen-Kettwig, Germany

Product solution:
DayZone, StyliD Compact, LuxSpace, UnicOne, Fugato, Customized LED 
suspended lights, Maxos TL5

“Our new sales concept enables us to stand 
out clearly from the competition and focuses 
even more attention on our atmosphere and 
high-quality products. Innovative LED lighting 
from Philips makes a significant contribution 
to this effect.”
Wolfgang Mohr, Head of Construction Department at Kaiser’s Tengelmann
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What’s more, whether you choose our 
recessed or pendant luminaires you can be 
sure that they provide the right light quality to 
comply with all working standard norms and 
guidelines.

The checkout needs to be a well-lit, shadow 
free area, where the cashier can clearly see 
product pricing information. Customers also 
need the right lighting to check their bills 
and pay in cash or with cards. Two light lines 
prevent shadows and provide the high quality 
task lighting that the cashier requires. These 
lines can be both parallel and perpendicular to 
the checkout desk. 

08. Feel confident
Checkout and cashier 
Checkouts need to be convenient, with good lighting to allow staff to work efficiently 
and customers to inspect their bill and change. The highly efficient optics in our LED 
lighting solutions create the perfect conditions, providing illumination that complies with all 
working standard norms and guidelines.

Albert Heijn
Breukelen, the Netherlands

Checkout and cashier 
solution

SmartForm LED

LuxSpace
MASTER LEDspot 

MV GU10 dimmable
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Il Gigante
Opening a new store gave Il Gigante the opportunity to invest in 
a new style of lighting. Nowhere are the results better seen than 
in the cashiers’ area. The UnicOne suspended lights clearly define 
each specific pay point, providing accent lighting with high glare 
control. The solution also helps to improve the lighting contrast 
between aisles.

Milan, Italy

Product solutions:
UnicOne suspended, 70W CDM-T Elite
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Make your warehouse a comfortable 
environment for your employees. Provide the 
right light to make them perform their work 
with confidence. Our lighting solutions for 
warehouses comply will all norms for a safe 
work environment. And of course, our state-
of-the-art solutions are energy efficient too.

Uniform lighting throughout the workplace 
is essential. Not only does it allow freedom 
and safety in storing and moving goods, it also 
provides the optimal working environment 
for personnel. LEDs are also suitable for the 
cold store, offering high efficiency in cold 
environments. They feature instant light-up 
with no start-up time and have an extremely 
long lifespan.

09. Feel efficient
Warehouse and cold store 
Your warehouse must be geared to high visibility, operational efficiency and, above all, 
safety. But that doesn’t mean it has to be lit 24/7 and run up expensive energy bills. Our 
LED portfolio includes clever features like presence detection to save energy and cold 
store solutions that maintain their energy efficiency, even in extremely cold conditions.

Albert Heijn
Breukelen, the Netherlands

Warehouse and cold 
store solution

Pacific LED OccuSwitch
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LED uplamping overview

Other alternatives

“Now is the time to make the switch to lighting that saves energy 
and has a positive effect on the environment. Philips can help you 
meet your energy efficient ambitions and create flexible, efficient 
lighting solutions designed to make your customer experience 
more enjoyable while saving energy. See how your customers, 
employees and retail environment can benefit from this new 
generation of lighting solutions, make the switch today.”

Old New Type Wattage Ambiance
70-80% less energy

LED

GLS PAR38 100W MASTER LEDspot PAR 38 18W

 

Halogen MR16 GU5.3 50W MASTER LEDspot LV MR16 dimmable 10W

35W MASTER LEDspot LV MR16 dimmable 7W

20W MASTER LEDspot LV MR16 dimmable 4W

Halogen MR11 20W MASTER LEDspot LV MR11 4W

Halogen GU10 50W MASTER LEDspot GU10 dimmable 7W

35W MASTER LEDspot GU10 dimmable 4W

Halogen R111 50W MASTER LEDspot LV AR111 10W

GLS E27 60W MASTER LEDbulb 12W

40W MASTER LEDbulb 8W

Old New Type Wattage Ambiance
70-80% less energy

Standard ceramic lamp 35W  MASTERColour CDM Elite T/TC

Standard ceramic mini lamp 35W MASTERColour CDM Elite GU6.5 mini lamp
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02. Fruits and vegetables

UnicOne LED Pendant
• No heat, nor UV in the beam
• No re-lamping hassle
• Good colour rendering (CRI >80)

StyliD Intelligent white
• Change the colour temperature without hassle, dimmable
• Exchangeable parts, wide range, and wide choices
• Colour consistency, less heat with Optibin

StyliD Fresh Food 
• Specific colour spectrum to enhance colours in fresh food 
• Exchangeable parts, wide range and wide choices
• Dimmable

Magneos LED
• High lumen output
• Available with fresh food LED module
• Increase attractiveness colour of fresh produce

Dynalite
• Energy savings
• Operational cost savings
• Shopper experience and brand enhancements

MASTERColour CDM Elite
• Provides a superior sparkling white light 
• Improved colour rendering (Ra90)
• 10% more efficacy, 20% more lumen maintenance 

01. Parking and façade

Vidiwall:
• Dimmable light output, no fans for silent operation 
• Sizeable and in various resolutions
• Suitable for many indoor and outdoor display applications

iPlayer3
• Compact, stand alone, show storage and playback device
• ColorPlay 3 light show authoring software
• For installations up to 340 unique light addresses

VP520
• Most energy efficient video processor 
• Easy to use, plug and play
• Flexible decoding and scaling of variable input sources

CosmoPolis & Xtreme gear
• Maximised energy efficiency on dedicated gear
• Less energy consumption by automatical dimming
• Reduced maintenance costs with long-life Xtreme gear

Koffer2 LED Fortimo
• Efficient road lighting solution, upgradable to LED
• Constant Light Output functionality
• Smooth light output

CitySpirit Street LEDgine
• Smooth lighting for urban and residential areas
• Driver-controlled constant light output, also dimmable
• Future-proof, upgradable LED technology

03. Cheese, bread and 
pastries

Magneos LED
• Outstanding lighting tool for shops
• Offers a choice of accessories and colour finishes
• Increase colour attraction of fresh produce 

LuxSpace high efficacy
• Great light quality, stylish design
• Compact range of sizes, easy to install
• Efficancy up to 80lm/W

UnicOne LED Pendant
• No heat, nor UV in the beam
• No re-lamping hassle
• Good colour rendering (CRI >80)

Fugato Accent Oval optic
• Adjustable CDM-Elite /SDW downlight
• Oval optic for excellent directional lighting
• Optimized beam for fresh food applications

MASTERColour CDM Elite
• Provides a superior sparkling white light
• Improved colour rendering (Ra90)
• 10% more efficacy, 20% more lumen maintenance

StyliD
• Change the colour temperature without hassle, dimmable
• Exchangeable parts, wide range, and wide choices
• Colour consistency with Optibin

04. Fish and meat

StyliD Fresh Food
• Specific colour spectrum to enhance colours in fresh food 
• Exchangeable parts, wide range and wide choices
• Dimmable

MASTERColour CDM Elite
• Provides a superior sparkling white light
• Improved colour rendering (Ra90)
• 10% more efficacy, 20% more lumen maintenance

Magneos Oval
• Outstanding lighting tool for shops
• Offers a choice of accessories and colour finishes
• Increase colour attraction  of fresh produce 

LED Cooler module
• Slim design for closed-door coolers, quicker installation
• Saves up to 70% of energy
• Improved under-well modules by new cover with optic 

function 

MASTER LEDspot LV AR111
• Up to 80% energy saving, 10W replaces 50W Halogen
• Harmless light: no UV and IR radiation, less heat
• Patented intelligent driver enables broad compatibility

Fugato Accent High-LOR optic
• Adjustable CDM/SDW downlight
• Increased efficency with special optics
• Energy saving up to 50% 

05. Wine

Dynalite
• Save up to 60% energy
• Presence detection, daylight dimming
• Sophisticated control, full system status

StyliD
• Change the colour temperature without hassle, dimmable
• Exchangeable parts, wide range, and wide choices
• Colour consistency with Optibin

eW Cove EC Powercore
• Improved light quality
• Appealing aesthetic design
• Easy to install cove lighting

MASTERColour CDM Elite
• Provides a superior sparkling white light
• Improved colour rendering (Ra90)
• 10% more efficacy, 20% more lumen maintenance

Magneos Oval
• Outstanding lighting tool for shops
• Offers a choice of accessories and colour finishes
• Increase colour attraction  of fresh produce 

iColor Cove MX Powercore
• High-intensity light for alcoves and accents
• Dynamic effects, saturated colours
• Flexible mounting for maximum versatility

08. Check-out and cashier

MASTER LEDspot MV GU10 dimmable
• More than 80% Energy saving, 7W replaces 50W
• Less maintenance costs due to long lifetime
• Harmless light: no UV and IR radiation, less heat 

SmartForm LED
• Ultra-flat luminaires with LED light source
• Combines best-in-class lighting with a clean, distinctive 

design
• Provides the ideal solution for every situation

LuxSpace
• Highly efficient, dimmable downlight 
• Great light quality, stylish design
• Compact range of sizes, easy to install

Rotaris
• Based on innovative TL5 circular lamp
• Choice of direct or direct/indirect light distribution
• Complete range of luminaires

Maxos LED
• Unique design for shop lighting, flexible and future proof
• Comfortable LED light in warm and neutral white
• Superior product illumination, especially on shelves

DayZone 
• Inspiring design
• Sustainable solution
• Excellent visual comfort

09. Warehouse and cold 
store

OccuSwitch
• Auto switch off saves energy when not needed
• Versatile, reliable, works with any luminaire
• Screen off areas to avoid activation

Pacific LED
• Good quality IP66 waterproof luminaire
• Suitable for many applications
• Easy installation

MASTER LEDspot LV AR111
• Up to 80% energy saving, 10W replaces 50W Halogen 
• Harmless light: no UV and IR radiation, less heat
• Patented intelligent driver enables broad compatibility

 

 

 

06. Freezers and coolers

Affinium LED Display Module LDM 400 
• Suitable for vertical full-height glass-door freezers/coolers
• Enable considerable energy savings 
• Two different lighting versions: Vision Plus and Value Plus

MASTER LEDtube SA1
• Retrofit solution for TL lamps in open coolers
• Extremely energy efficient for savings of more than 54%
• High-tech optics: optimum uniformity and minimal glare

MASTER LEDtube SA2
• Retrofit solution for under shelve lighting
• More than 75% energy savings compared to fluorescent
• Direct light at merchandise with rotating end-cap

Affinium LED Display Module LDM 422
• Excellent TCO with attractive payback times.
• Uniform light distribution throughout the entire cabinet 
• Aesthetic integration of slim modules into cabinets

LDM421 Island Freezer
• Enable significant energy savings
• Integrated into the canopy of the cooler
• Module optics direct lighting vertically across the cabinet

Affinium LED Cooler Module LCM310
• Slim design for closed-door coolers, quicker installation
• Saves up to 70% of energy
• Improved under-well modules by new cover

07. Aisles, promotional 
goods and shelves

Maxos LED
• Unique design for shop lighting, flexible and future proof
• Comfortable LED light in warm and neutral white
• Superior product illumination, especially on shelves

eW Profile Powercore
• High-quality light at substantially lower cost
• Light level and quality comparable to CFL downlights
• Simple, standard installation

Fugato Accent Oval optic
• Adjustable CDM-Elite /SDW downlight
• Oval optic for excellent directional lighting
• Optimized beam for fresh food applications

MASTER LEDtube GA
• Latest LED technology with natural light colours
• Energy saving lamp replacement solution
• Sustainable – no mercury 

MASTER LEDspot LV MR16 dimmable
• Up to 80% energy saving,10W replaces 50W
• Harmless light: no UV and IR radiation, less heat
• Patented intelligent driver enables broad compatibility

MASTER LEDspot PAR38 dimmable 
• Up to 80% energy saving, 18W replaces 100W
• Less maintenance costs due to long lifetime
• Harmless light; no UV and IR radiation, less heat

Product 
overview
Philips has a complete range of lighting 
solutions for every supermarket application 
or lighting requirement. 

Find out more at: 
www.philips.com/catalog
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